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Abstract
We propose a safety-guaranteed planning and control framework for unmanned
surface vessels (USVs), using Gaussian processes (GPs) to learn uncertainties. The
uncertainties encountered by USVs, including external disturbances and model
mismatches, are potentially state-dependent, time-varying, and hard to capture with
constant models. GP is a powerful learning-based tool that can be integrated with a
model-based planning and control framework, which employs a Hamilton-Jacobi
differential game formulation. Such combination yields less conservative trajectories and safety-guaranteeing control strategies. We demonstrate the proposed
framework in simulations and experiments on a CLEARPATH Heron USV.
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Introduction

USVs have emerged as powerful platforms for missions such as environmental and climate monitoring,
surface surveillance, and rescuing. However, uncertainties like strong waves and winds pose major
challenges to USV applications. Even in calm waters, the presence of state-related uncertainties such
as skin friction and wave drift [1] lead to model mismatches in USV dynamics and make safe control
difficult. Therefore, in motion planning and control tasks, it is vital to provide safety guarantees for
USVs. Simultaneously, it is desirable to have the ability to learn and update uncertainty models to
avoid conservative performance in complex environments.
Trajectory planning and control methods for marine vehicles have previously been studied using
techniques such as dynamic programming [2] and model predictive control (MPC) [3], but these
methods lack robustness to uncertainties. Thus, there is an increasing interest in safety-guaranteed
methods for control; some techniques include robust MPC [4], safety funnels [5] and control barrier
functions [6]. A promising body of work is methods based on Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) reachability
analysis for systems under uncertainties, including FaSTrack [7]. FaSTrack proposes a framework
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for real-time safety-guaranteed planning and control under bounded disturbances via a HJ differential
game. It has been applied to autonomous underwater vehicles with wave disturbance in [8], where the
authors assume a disturbance with a pre-specified model. However, there are complex uncertainties
for which it is difficult or sometimes impossible to find a deterministic model in real environments.
Learning-based methods offer attractive alternatives for characterizing state-dependent uncertainties.
In [9], GP-based estimation of unmodeled dynamics is applied to learn a narrow uncertainty bound,
which is combined with a HJ-based method to generate a less conservative control policy.
In this work, we apply GPs to learn state-dependent uncertainties, allowing the model considered
in the FaSTrack framework to achieve less conservative real-time planning and control, where the
framework can be updated based on new measurements of the environment. As shown in Fig. 2,
we are particularly interested in driving the USV safely through a narrow tunnel, where we observe
unmodeled dynamics when the boat is close to the edges. This phenomenon, which is uncommon to
USV applications in open water, together with other model mismatches and disturbances, will be
considered by our framework. We demonstrate the proposed framework both in simulation and real
experiments using a CLEARPATH Heron USV [10].

2.5 m

Fig. 1: Offline stage of the proposed framework Fig. 2: The Heron on a narrow tunnel
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Safety-guaranteed trajectory planning and control with GP estimation

The FaSTrack framework [7] guarantees safety by solving a Hamilton-Jacobi differential game with
the worst-case bound D for uncertainty descriptions. However, for USV applications, the worst-case
bound may lead to limited performance or even infeasibility in trajectory planning and control.
Therefore, we introduce the Gaussian process into the framework to learn uncertainties and update
the uncertainty descriptions for reducing conservativeness while providing a chance-constrained
safety guarantee. The proposed framework has an offline stage and an online stage. Fig. 1 shows
its offline stage, which has two offline computation phases; estimating uncertainties via GPs, and
deriving the safe controller as well as the tracking error bound (TEB) via a HJ differential game
formulation, denoted by two blue blocks, respectively. The pink blocks indicate the outputs of the
offline computation stages, and the green blocks indicate their inputs as well as the performance
controller used for real-time control. The pink frames group the components of the hybrid controller
and the trajectory planner, respectively, which can be used in the online stage. In this section, we
present the details of the offline computation phases, the corresponding model formulations, and the
proposed framework with online implementation.
2.1

The nominal model of the unmanned surface vessel

We first present the USV’s nominal model, which captures a major part of the USV dynamics without
considering the uncertainties. Introducing a nominal model is necessary for both the estimation of
underlying uncertainty models and the computation in the HJ differential game formulation. Based
on the 5D horizontal simplified model from Fossen’s equations of motion (EOMs) in [1], the USV’s
nominal model ṡ = f0 (s, us ) used in this work is
  

v cos ψ
ẋ
v sin ψ
 ẏ  

  

ω
ṡ = f0 (s, us ) , ψ̇  = 
(1)
,
 v̇   m−1 ((n1 + n2 )Fmax − (Xv + X|v|v |v|)v) 
I −1 ((n1 − n2 ) L2 Fmax − (Nω + N|ω|ω |ω|)ω)
ω̇
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with the left and right thruster commands as the tracking inputs us = [n1 , n2 ]> ∈ Us . They are
related to the forward force F , (n1 + n2 )Fmax and rotation torque M , (n1 − n2 ) L2 Fmax in
(1), where length is L = 0.7366m, and the maximal force is Fmax = 45N . The tracking states
s ∈ S of the nominal model (1) include the positions in global x and y directions, the yaw angle
ψ, the related forward velocity v between the USV and the water flow, and the yaw rate ω. Other
constant parameters in (1) are the Heron USV’s mass m = 36kg, its inertial tensor I = 8.35kg.m2 ,
quadratic damping terms X|v|v = 16.9N/(m/s)2 , N|ω|ω = 13.0N.m/(rad/s)2 with zero linear
damping terms Xv , Nω in forward and angular velocities, respectively, which are identified by [12].
Remark 1. The inputs of the nominal model (1) are named by the tracking states s and the tracking
inputs us respectively, to be consistent with [7], because the USV’s tracking model, which is expected
to capture the whole USV dynamics under the real environment, will be defined with the same states
s and control inputs us . Therefore, the model mismatch between the nominal model (1) and the
proposed tracking model in the following section is one kind of (state-dependent) uncertainty that we
want to eliminate with learning-based methods such as the Gaussian process.
Remark 2. In addition to Remark 1, we point out other reasons for the necessity to introduce
learning-based methods to learning uncertainties in terms of the proposed model: 1) We use the
parameters identified by [12], however, parameters may deviate in different environments, and
vary depending on the payload. The model mismatch caused by the wrong parameters should
also be dealt with. 2) State-related external disturbances like water flow are the main part of the
uncertainties affecting the USV. Representing these uncertainties with predefined state-dependent
models is impractical, which motivates the use of learning-based approaches, such as the Gaussian
process introduced in the next section, to model them and subsequently account for them.
2.2

Estimating uncertainties via Gaussian processes

We use Gaussian processes to estimate the uncertainties that cannot be captured by the nominal model
(1). A Gaussian process is specified by a mean function and a covariance kernel function, which
inherits the advantage of the Guassian distribution, and allows for Bayesian inference based on finite
observations (e.g. measured uncertainties in this context). We refer to [13] for a comprehensive
introduction of GP.
The measurements presented in Fig. 1 are the measured or numerically estimated state derivatives
fˆ based on measurements from the onboard sensors. Based on the sensor data collected in real
experiments, we assume that the uncertainty d(s), which is the difference between the measurements
fˆ and the state derivatives f0 predicted by the nominal model (1) under the same measured states and
control inputs at each time step, is from sources discussed in Remarks 1 and 2. Its component in each
member of the tracking states s is independent and thus can be modeled as an independent Gaussian
process. For N observations of the jth component of d(s) at state points S = [s1 , . . . , sN ], i.e. dˆj =
[dˆj1 , . . . , dˆjN ]> , each observation is measured with independent Gaussian noise ji ∼ N (0, (σnj )2 ), i.e.
dˆji = dj (si ) + ji .
A GP denoted by GP(µ(s), k(s, s0 )) is defined with a set of hyperparameters θ chosen by a mean
function µ(s) and a covariance kernel function k(s, s0 ) for capturing the characteristics of the
uncertainty (linearity, periodicity, etc). The prior distribution of dj modeled by a GP with an optimal
θ is computed by maximizing the marginal likelihood of the observations. Induced by the prior
distribution and observations dˆj , the posterior distribution of dj (s∗ ) at a new observation s∗ denoted
by N (d¯j (s∗ ), (σ j (s∗ ))2 ) is as follows:
d¯j (s∗ ) = E[dj (s∗ )|dˆj , S] = µj (s∗ ) + K j (s∗ , S)(K j (S, S) + (σjn )2 I)−1 (dˆj − µj (S)),
(σ j (s∗ ))2 = Σ[dj (s∗ )|S] = K j (s∗ , s∗ ) − K j (s∗ , S)((K j (S, S) + (σjn )2 I)−1 )K j (S, s∗ ).

(2)

˜ e) is constructed as
The jth element of the uncertainty model d(s,
d˜j (s, e) = d¯j (s) + eσ j (s),
(3)
√
where the uncertainty tuning variable e ∈ E = {e : ||e||∞ ≤ 2erf−1 (p)} is designed to provide
chance-constrained
safety guarantee,
that the probability of dj (s) lying within the bound
√
√ allowing
−1
−1
j
j
j
¯
¯
[d (s) − 2erf (p)σ (s), d (s) + 2erf (p)σ j (s)] is p, which is expected to close to 1, and erf(·)
denotes the Gauss error function.
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2.3

The tracking, planning, relative models and the Hamilton-Jacobi reachability analysis

˜ e), which is constructed as the combination of the nominal
The tracking model f = f0 + d(s,
model introduced in section 2.1 and the uncertainty model estimated by GP in section 2.2, is a less
conservative estimation of the true USV dynamics compared to simply combining the nominal model
with the worst-case bound D in [7]. Moreover, a simplified planning model h presented in the Fig.1
with the planning states p ∈ P and the planning inputs up ∈ Up is used for real-time trajectory
planning. In this context, we use the 2D single integrator model
  

ẋp
u̇x,p
ṗ = h(p, up ) ,
=
.
(4)
ẏp
u̇x,p
The relative states r ∈ R of the relative model is derived by
r = Qs s − Qp p,

(5)

where Qs ∈ R(5+nadd )×5 adds nadd additional tracking states, which are inputs of the uncertainty
model (3), to be the relative states, and Qp ∈ R(5+nadd )×2 matches the planning states p and the
relative states r. Therefore, the relative states r include the error between the tracking and planning
models, the tracking states informing the evolution of these errors, and the additional tracking states
˜ e)) −
that contribute to the uncertainty models. The relative model is ṙ = Qs (f0 (s, us ) + d(s,
˜
Qp h(p, up ). In the case that the global y position is the input of the uncertainty model d(s, e), the
relative model ṙ = g(r, us , up , e) can be formulated as follow:

  
v cos ψ − up,x + d¯1 (s) + e1 σ 1 (s)
x˙r
2
2
¯
v sin ψ − up,y + d (s) + e2 σ (s)

 y˙r  
  

ω + d¯3 (s) + e3 σ 3 (s)
 ψ̇  

ṙ = g(r, us , up , e) =   =  −1
.
 v̇   m ((n1 + n2 )Fmax − (Xv + X|v|v |v|)v) + d¯4 (s) + e4 σ 4 (s) 

 ω̇  I −1 ((n − n ) L F
5
¯5
1
2 2 max − (Nω + N|ω|ω |ω|)ω) + d (s) + e5 σ (s)
2
2
¯
ẏ
v sin ψ + d (s) + e2 σ (s)
(6)
With the relative model introduced, we present the second offline computation phase in Fig. 1.
>
Following the FaSTrack framework [7], we first define a cost function l(r), i.e. l(r) = || [xr , yr ] ||2 ,
as the cost for the pursuit-evasion game between the tracking and planning models. Next, we
introduce the value function V∞ (r) to represent the highest cost the game will reach when both
models are acting optimally. In particular, it is defined as V∞ (r) , limT →∞ V (r, T ), where


V (r, T ) =
sup
inf
max l (ξg (τ ; r, 0, us (·), γp [us ](·), γe [us ](·)))
(7)
γp ∈Γp ,γe ∈Γe us (·)∈Us

τ ∈[0,T ]

in which the tracking inputs are selected to minimize the cost, and the planning inputs/uncertainty
tuning variable are selected to maximize the cost. Here, Us represents the set of possible tracking
inputs, Γp and Γe represent the set of mappings from tracking inputs to planning inputs/uncertainty
tuning variable respectively, and ξg is the trajectory of the relative model. These are described further
in [7]. By solving a Hamilton-Jacobi variational inequality from the value function and the relative
model,




∂V
∂V
max
+ min
max
· g(r, us , up , e) , l(r) − V (r, t) = 0,
(8)
us ∈Us up ∈Up ,e∈E ∂r
∂t
we can obtain the optimal controller,
u∗s (r) = arg min

max

us ∈Us up ∈Up , e∈E

∂V (r)>
g(r, us , up , e),
∂r

(9)

which guarantees the relative model remains inside a robust positive set, called the TEB, given
by B = {r|V∞ (r) ≤ V}, where V = maxy∈Ξy min(xr ,yr ,ψ,v,ω)∈R4 V∞ (xr , yr , ψ, v, ω, y), and
Ξy ⊂ R is the environment in the y coordinate. We note this definition of V is slightly different to
standard FaSTrack [7] due to the dependence of the disturbance on y and our need to ensure that
the TEB exists at all possible y ∈ Ξy for the purpose of obstacle augmentation during trajectory
planning.
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Algorithm 1 A framework for safety-guaranteed motion planning and control with GP estimation
1: OFFLINE STAGE
2: Input: Measurements fˆ, the uncertainty tuning variable e, the nominal model f0 , and the
planning model h
˜ e) by following the steps in section 2.2
3: Derive the estimated uncertainty model d(s,
∗
4: Find TEB B and the safe controller us (r) by following the steps in section 2.3
5: Output: The TEB B and the safe controller u∗s (r)
6: ONLINE STAGE
7: Input: The TEB B, the safe controller u∗s (r), a performance controller, a discretized planning
model hd , the obstacles O, the goal G, a reference (xref , yref ), and the initial tracking states s0
8: Compute Op from O and Be (y) satisfying (10)
9: Find a feasible horizon T for the MPC problem in Algorithm 1 in [8] and the corresponding
collision free trajectory by solving the MPC problem with (x0 , y0 ), hd , Op , G and (xref , yref )
10: For: k = 0, 1, . . . , T
˜
11:
Measure the tracking states s(k) and evaluate the uncertainty model d(s(k),
e)
12:
If: The relative states r(k) are inside interior of B
13:
Apply the performance controller
14:
Else:
15:
Apply the safe controller u∗s (rk )
2.4

Learning-based motion planning and control with safe guarantees

The proposed learning-based trajectory planning and control framework is summarized in the Algorithm 1, which contains an offline stage and an online stage. The offline stage takes a set of
measurements fˆ, the nominal model f0 , the planning model h and the uncertainty tuning variable
e to compute the components of the trajectory planner and the hybrid controller in step 3 and 4, as
presented in sections 2.2 and 2.3
The trajectory planner and the hybrid controller can be combined with online applications to achieve
safety-guaranteed trajectory planning and control. Specifically, the role of the trajectory planner is
to generate a trajectory for the USV to follow, such that when the hybrid controller is used to track
the planned trajectory, collision avoidance is guaranteed. It takes in obstacles O ⊂ R × Ξy in the
x-y space, as well as the initial state s0 , s(0) of the USV and a desired goal region G ⊂ R2 in
the x-y space, and outputs a planned trajectory p(k), k ∈ {0, . . . , T }, where T is the number of
time steps for trajectory planning. This is implemented by following the same strategy as [8] but
modified for the time-invariant models we consider. Firstly, we define the y-dependent projected
TEB Be (y) := {(xr , yr ) ∈ R2 |(∃ψ, v, ω ∈ R)[(xr , yr , ψ, v, ω, y) ∈ B]}, and use it to compute the
augmented obstacles in step 8:
[
Op =
({(x, y)} ⊕ (−Be (y))) .
(10)
(x,y)∈O

Remark 3. In practice, the exact set Op can be difficult to obtain, so an approximation of this set is
computed by dividing the state space into a grid, and following a strategy like Algorithm 2 in [8].
The key difference is that our TEB is time-invariant, so we do not need to compute the augmented
obstacle over every step of the horizon.
Secondly, in step 9, the trajectory is planned by a solving a single open-loop MPC problem whose
dynamics evolves according to an Euler discretized version of the 2D single integrator model in
(4) (denoted by hd ), is initialised at (x0 , y0 ), avoids Op , reaches G and whose objective involves
minimizing the distance between the planner states p(k) and reference point (xref , yref ) ∈ G.
Note that unlike [8], we do not compute a diminished goal region in the planning space to avoid
over-complicating the details, and thus goal-reaching is not guaranteed for the tracking model.
Remark 4. In Step 9 of Algorithm 1, we note that T needs to be selected so that the MPC planning
problem is feasible. One strategy for doing this is by solving the MPC problem with increasing
horizon lengths until a feasible solution is obtained.
The hybrid controller is responsible for tracking the planning model in a way such that collision
avoidance is guaranteed, and good performance is achieved. These two objectives are achieved
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by allowing the hybrid controller to switch between two lower-level controllers; a performance
controller, and a safe controller. The performance controller can be selected arbitrarily, but the safe
controller is specifically chosen as u∗s (r). Using the invariance property from FaSTrack [7], the
safe controller guarantees that the tracking model will remain in a tube around the planning model
position, described by Te (xp , yp ) = {(x, y) ∈ R2 |(∃ψ, v, ω ∈ R)[(x − xp , y − yp , ψ, v, ω, y) ∈ B]}.
Then, so long as the relative model starts inside B and the planning model avoids the augmented
obstacle Op , the tracking model is guaranteed to avoid the true obstacle. Safety is extended to the
hybrid controller by carefully designing the switching method. In particular, if the relative states r
are within the interior of B, the performance controller is applied. Otherwise, the safety controller is
applied. We present the implementation of the hybrid controller in steps 10-16.

3

Simulation and experiments

We first show in simulation a less conservative planned trajectory can be achieved with the GP-TEB,
as compared to using the conservative TEB. Then, through experiments, we validate the framework
and the chance-constrained safety guarantee in two separate tasks.
3.1

Simulation: safety-guaranteed trajectory planning for USV

The USV is approximated by a 1-meter-diameter circle with an underlyingpunicycle model. A
handcrafted state-dependent disturbance given by dẋ (s) , 0.5(y 2 − 1)(1 + sin(ψ)2 ) affects ẋ.
Meanwhile, small bounded white-noise uncertainties affect ẏ and ψ̇. The simulation environment O
constains a rectangular obstacle (black box at x = 1.25 meters), as shown in Fig. 3(c), 3(d). The
obstacle is pre-augmented by the USV’s size so the USV can be considered a point mass during
planning. The USV needs to reach the goal region G (green box at x = 2.25 meters).
Conservative TEB
GP TEB at y=0.0m
GP TEB at y=0.6m

Conservative simulation for 22.8 seconds
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0.4

0
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2
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Fig. 3: (a) d˜ẋ (s) with the mean function d¯ẋ (s) (purple surface) and +/- 3 standard deviations σẋ (s)
(transparent grids); (b) Conservative TEB vs. GP-TEB; (c) Conservative trajectory; (d) GP trajectory.
Fig. 3(a) shows the disturbance dẋ (s) learned by a GP model, following step 3 of Algo. 1 using
observations (blue stars) uniformly sampled from y ∈ [−1, 1] and ψ ∈ [−1, 1]. The learned model is
given by d˜ẋ (s, e), where the mean function is denoted as d¯ẋ (s) (purple surface) and +/-3 standard
deviations are denoted as σẋ (s) (transparent grids). Based on d˜ẋ (s, e) with +/-1 σẋ (s), the GP-TEB is
calculated, whose projection onto the xr -yr -plane is shown in Fig. 3(b). Due to the state dependency
of the GP-TEB, its size differs at y = 0 and y = 0.6. The conservative TEB is larger than the GP-TEB
since it assumes the worst-case uncertainty bound D based on the largest value of the observations.
According to step 8 of Algo. 1, O is augmented by the TEB to produce Op , represented by the red
box in Fig. 3(c) and 3(d). Then, following step 9, a 22.8-seconds-long trajectory (sequence of blue
circles in Fig. 3(c) and 3(d)) is planned for each case. The safe controller u∗s (r) is applied always
and the USV travels along the dark red path. In both cases, u∗s (r) steers the USV away from the
obstacle and maintains it in a neighborhood of the planned trajectory. However, for the case with the
conservative TEB, the trajectory planning problem becomes infeasible (unable to reach goal region).
3.2

Experiments using the Heron USV

As shown in Fig. 2, the heron USV is deployed in a 2.5-meters-wide water tunnel, compared to the
USV’s size of 1.35×1 meters. The USV relies on a ZED2i tracking camera in conjunction with an
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extended Kalman filter to obtain observations for training as well as provide new measurements for
online control. A laptop with a MATLAB-ROS interface sends real-time control commands from
the hybrid controller to the USV. The experiments were carried out at low speeds (v ≤ 0.5 m/s)
and in windless weather to prevent excessive disturbances. The USV is again approximated by a
1-meter-diameter circle. The conservative TEB is not considered because of infeasibility in planning.
3.2.1

Experiment 1: safe control for center line tracking

In this task, the USV attempts to stay near the centerline of the tunnel, captured by setting yp = 0, and
x is not concerned. The USV’s initial state s0 = (y = 0.5, ψ = 0, v = 0, ω = 0). The performance
controller is kept constant at (τ1 = 0.17, τ2 = 0.19), inducing forward and left-turning motion of
the USV. The disturbances corresponding to ω̇ and v̇ are captured by GP models with +/-1 standard
deviation, based on which the safe controller u∗s (rk ) and GP-TEB are derived. Since no planning
stage is required, steps 10-15 of Algo. 1 is directly applied to control the USV.
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Fig. 4: (a) Trajectories of two selected trials; (b)(c) Partial trajectory of trial 2; (d) Input of trial 2.
Fig. 4(a) shows the USV’s state trajectories in two selected trials in the y-ψ-plane, and the corresponding projected TEB. The state trajectories mostly stay within the TEB, while trial 1 temporarily
escapes the TEB, which is expected because of the +/- 1 standard deviation chosen. Fig. 4(b), 4(c),
and 4(d) gives a close look at trial 2, where the USV was initially safe with the performance controller
applied. Then, as r approaches the border of TEB, u∗s (r) was triggered to slow the USV down and
then drive the USV clockwise to prevent it from escaping the TEB in the ψ-axis.
3.2.2

Experiment 2: safety-guaranteed motion planning and control (Alg. 1) for a USV
1

USV y-trajectory
reference
planned trajectory
ship-size augmentation
TEB augmentation
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Fig. 5: Trajectory tracking with the USV
In this task, the USV travels at v = 0.35 m/s constantly and tracks a sinusoidal reference trajectory
in y while avoiding collision with the tunnel. Safely tracking such a trajectory enables the USV
in missions such as continued water quality monitoring or patrolling. As shown in Fig. 5, s0 =
(yr = y = 0.35, ψ = 0, ω = 0). The tunnel is first augmented by the size of the USV to produce O
(between the black dashed lines), where the reference trajectory (green dashed curve) is designed
to stay inside. The tunnel is further augmented by the GP-TEB with +/-1 standard deviations (red
dashed lines) to produce Op . Step 9 of Algo. 1 is used to produce the planned trajectory (magenta
curve). Due to the already limited space and uncertainties, only the safe controller u∗s (r) is used and
the USV’s state changes according to the y-trajectory (blue curve). It can be seen that the USV is able
to stay within a close neighborhood of the planned trajectory and avoid collision with the augmented
edges of the tunnel (black dashed lines).
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